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Crack. Excellent stuff! so works with utorrent but havnt used it so cant comment on this.Tell the truth: soccer’s dirty secrets The greatest of all games is being played out on the world’s two largest stages tonight. The sporting world will be watching on the television as the United States takes on Ghana in the semi-finals of the FIFA World Cup in Brazil. Then on Sunday, the world will be
transfixed on the footballing stage as the Confederations Cup final is played between Spain and the host nation. But in the meantime the game of the summer is being played out on the pitch, but without the pomp and ceremony that has characterised the World Cup. On Saturday, a battle of the less ‘big’ will take place, as young footballers from the children’s leagues across the Middle
East take on the elite of Europe. Those players have bravely signed up for a three-month tournament where they have to compete in a game as well as fulfilling all the usual domestic football league commitments. And one result, which has been kept off the news bulletins in this country, is a shameful exception – namely the match in the final between Turkey and North Korea in the
Under 17 World Cup in Egypt. The game was played and North Korea became the first team in history to be awarded a world cup trophy after they were found guilty of using illegal players. Yes, they became the first winners after they played with two players they had stolen from a club in Uzbekistan and a young Iranian, who had previously been expelled from an under-17 team for
possession of an illegal weapon. But it is not just North Korea and Turkey who have been guilty of unsporting behaviour. Egypt, Bulgaria and Ivory Coast have also been found guilty of using ineligible
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